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It’s like a plot from a Hollywood potboiler: start out in the mailroom, end up a mogul.
But for many, it happens to be true. Some of the biggest names in
entertainment—including David Geffen, Barry Diller, and Michael Ovitz— started their
dazzling careers in the lowly mailroom. Based on more than two hundred interviews,
David Rensin unfolds the never-before-told history of an American institution—in the
voices of the people who lived it. Through nearly seven decades of glamour and
humiliation, lousy pay and incredible perks, killer egos and a kill-or-be-killed ethos,
you’ll go where the trainees go, learn what they must do to get ahead, and hear the
best insider stories from the Hollywood everyone knows about but no one really knows.
A vibrant tapestry of dreams, desire, and exploitation, The Mailroom is not only an
engrossing read but a crash course, taught by the experts, on how to succeed in
Hollywood.
The shocking, never-before-told story of the bizarre world inside the legendary Playboy
Mansion—and, finally, the secret truth about the man who holds the key—from one of the
few people who truly knows: Hef’s former #1 girlfriend and star of The Girls Next Door
A spontaneous decision at age twenty-one transformed small-town Oregon girl Holly
Sue Cullen into Holly Madison, Hugh Hefner’s #1 girlfriend. But like Alice’s journey
into Wonderland, after Holly plunged down the rabbit hole, what seemed like a fairytale
life inside the Playboy Mansion—including A-list celebrity parties and her own #1-rated
television show for four years—quickly devolved into an oppressive routine of strict rules,
manipulation, and battles with ambitious, backstabbing bunnies. Life inside the
notorious Mansion wasn’t a dream at all—and quickly became her nightmare. After
losing her identity, her sense of self-worth, and her hope for the future, Holly found
herself sitting alone in a bathtub contemplating suicide. But instead of ending her life,
Holly chose to take charge of it. In this shockingly candid and surprisingly moving
memoir, this thoughtful and introspective woman opens up about life inside the
Mansion, the drugs, the sex, the abuse, the infamous parties, and her real behind-thescenes life with Bridget, Kendra, and, of course, Mr. Playboy himself. With great
courage, Holly shares the details of her subsequent troubled relationship, landing her
own successful television series, and the hard work of healing, including her turn on
Dancing with the Stars. A cautionary tale and a celebration of personal empowerment,
Down the Rabbit Hole reminds us of the importance of fighting for our dreams—and
finding the life we deserve.
My father had thirteen wives and more than fifty children . . . This is the haunting
memoir of Anna LeBaron, daughter of the notorious polygamist and murderer Ervil
LeBaron. Ervil’s criminal activity kept Anna and her siblings constantly on the run from
the FBI. Often starving, the children lived in a perpetual state of fear—and despite their
numbers, Anna always felt alone. Would she ever find a place she truly belonged?
Would she ever be anything other than the polygamist’s daughter? Filled with murder,
fear, and betrayal, The Polygamist’s Daughter is the harrowing, heart-wrenching story
of a fatherless girl and her unwavering search for love, faith, and a place to call home.
The first biography of the notorious actor. Kiefer Sutherland's role as Jack Bauer in 24
has made him a household name.
Kathy Garver, the teenage heartthrob from the hit series Family Affair (1966–1971),
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was no one-hit wonder, but a journeywoman actress who appeared in such classic films
as Night of the Hunter and The Ten Commandments long before she became a
television icon. This memoir is a recollection of a working actress’s experiences, from
the many films, television shows, and stage plays in which she performed, to her
second career as a voice-over specialist in popular animated films and audiobooks.
Featuring anecdotes, Hollywood history, and details of her relationships with such stars
as Charlton Heston and Jon Provost, Surviving Cissy is a veritable quilt of Kathy’s
exciting life.
Fans of Patti Smith's Just Kids and Rob Lowe's Stories I Only Tell My Friends will love
this beautifully written, entertaining, and emotionally honest memoir by an actor,
director, and author who found his start as an 80s Brat pack member. Most people
know Andrew McCarthy from his movie roles in Pretty in Pink, St. Elmo's Fire,
Weekend at Bernie's, and Less than Zero, and as a charter member of Hollywood's
Brat Pack. That iconic group of ingenues and heartthrobs included Rob Lowe, Molly
Ringwald, Emilio Estevez, and Demi Moore, and has come to represent both a genre of
film and an era of pop culture. In his memoir Brat: An '80s Story, McCarthy focuses his
gaze on that singular moment in time. The result is a revealing look at coming of age in
a maelstrom, reckoning with conflicted ambition, innocence, addiction, and masculinity.
New York City of the 1980s is brought to vivid life in these pages, from scoring loose
joints in Washington Square Park to skipping school in favor of the dark revival houses
of the Village where he fell in love with the movies that would change his life. Filled with
personal revelations of innocence lost to heady days in Hollywood with John Hughes
and an iconic cast of characters, Brat is a surprising and intimate story of an outsider
caught up in a most unwitting success.
Marcia! Marcia! Marcia! Marcia Brady, eldest daughter on television's The Brady
Bunch, had it all—style, looks, boys, brains, and talent. No wonder her younger sister
Jan was jealous! For countless adolescents across America who came of age in the
early 1970s, Marcia was the ideal American teenager. Girls wanted to be her. Boys
wanted to date her. But what viewers didn't know about the always-sunny, perfect
Marcia was that offscreen, her real-life counterpart, Maureen McCormick, the young
actress who portrayed her, was living a very different—and not-so-wonderful—life. Now,
for the very first time, Maureen tells the shocking and inspirational true story of the
beloved teen generations have invited into their living rooms—and the woman she
became. In Here's the Story, Maureen takes us behind the scenes of America's favorite
television family, the Bradys. With poignancy and candor, she reveals the lifelong
friendships, the hurtful jealousies, the offscreen romance, the loving support her
television family provided during a life-or-death moment, and the inconsolable loss of a
man who had been a second father. But The Brady Bunch was only the beginning.
Haunted by the perfection of her television alter ego, Maureen landed on the dark side,
caught up in a fast-paced, drug-fueled, star-studded Hollywood existence that ultimately
led to the biggest battle of her life. Moving from drug dens on Wonderland Avenue to
wild parties at the Playboy mansion and exotic escapades on the beaches of Hawaii,
this candid, hard-hitting memoir exposes a side of a beloved pop-culture icon the
paparazzi missed. Yet it is also a story of remarkable success. After kicking her drug
habit, Maureen battled depression, reconnected with her mother, whom she nursed
through the end of her life, and then found herself in a pitched battle for her family in
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which she ultimately triumphed. There is no question: Maureen McCormick is a
survivor. After fifty years, she has finally learned what it means to love the person you
are, insight that has brought her peace in a happy marriage and as a mother. Here's
the Story is the empowering, engaging, shocking, and emotional tale of Maureen
McCormick's courageous struggle over adversity and her lifelong battle to come to
terms with the idea of perfection—and herself.
In 1998, Satya opened to widespread critical acclaim. At a time when Bollywood was
still rediscovering romance, Ram Gopal Varma's film dared to imagine the ordinary life
of a Mumbai gangster. It kicked off a new wave of Hindi gangster films that depicted a
vital, gritty side of Mumbai, rarely shown in mainstream cinema until then. More than
two decades later, it has become an iconic film. When it was released, the regular
moviegoer would have been hard-pressed to recognise more than a couple of names in
the film's credits. Today, it reads like an honour roll - Anurag Kashyap, Manoj Bajpayee,
Vishal Bhardwaj, Saurabh Shukla. Speaking to the people who made Satya a landmark
film, Uday Bhatia tells the incredible story of how it all came together, how it drew from
the gangster and street film traditions, and why it went on to become a modern classic.

In this candid Hollywood-survival story, the actor who starred in such films as The
Lost Boys, Stand By Me and The Goonies comes clean about his past, which
included physical, drug and sexual abuse, and opens up about his close
friendship with the late Corey Haim. 75,000 first printing.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “One of the greatest tricks that the patriarchy
plays on women is to deliberately destabilize them, then use their instability as a
reason to disbelieve them. Much of BRAVE reads like the diary of a woman
driven half-mad by abusive men who assume no one will listen to her. In this
case, the truth was finally—and, for McGowan, triumphantly—exposed...” —The
New York Times Book Review "BRAVE works beautifully as a manifesto. It’s a
call to arms—not just against the specific men who mistreated McGowan and the
men and women who enabled that mistreatment, but against an industry."—The
Boston Globe A revealing memoir and empowering manifesto – A voice for
generations Rose McGowan was born in one cult and came of age in another,
more visible cult: Hollywood. In a strange world where she was continually on
display, stardom soon became a personal nightmare of constant exposure and
sexualization. Rose escaped into the world of her mind, something she had done
as a child, and into high-profile relationships. Every detail of her personal life
became public, and the realities of an inherently sexist industry emerged with
every script, role, public appearance, and magazine cover. The Hollywood
machine packaged her as a sexualized bombshell, hijacking her image and
identity and marketing them for profit. Hollywood expected Rose to be silent and
cooperative and to stay the path. Instead, she rebelled and asserted her true
identity and voice. She reemerged unscripted, courageous, victorious, angry,
smart, fierce, unapologetic, controversial, and real as f*ck. BRAVE is her raw,
honest, and poignant memoir/manifesto—a no-holds-barred, pull-no-punches
account of the rise of a millennial icon, fearless activist, and unstoppable force for
change who is determined to expose the truth about the entertainment industry,
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dismantle the concept of fame, shine a light on a multibillion-dollar business built
on systemic misogyny, and empower people everywhere to wake up and be
BRAVE. "My life, as you will read, has taken me from one cult to another. BRAVE
is the story of how I fought my way out of these cults and reclaimed my life. I
want to help you do the same." -Rose McGowan
"Much more than a page-turner. It’s the first essential work of cultural history of
the new decade." —Charles Kaiser, The Guardian One of Publishers Weekly's
best books of 2021 The Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist and New York
Times–bestselling author of the behind-the-scenes explorations of the classic
American Westerns High Noon and The Searchers now reveals the history of the
controversial 1969 Oscar-winning film that signaled a dramatic shift in American
popular culture. Director John Schlesinger’s Darling was nominated for five
Academy Awards, and introduced the world to the transcendently talented Julie
Christie. Suddenly the toast of Hollywood, Schlesinger used his newfound clout
to film an expensive, Panavision adaptation of Far from the Madding Crowd.
Expectations were huge, making the movie’s complete critical and commercial
failure even more devastating, and Schlesinger suddenly found himself persona
non grata in the Hollywood circles he had hoped to conquer. Given his recent
travails, Schlesinger’s next project seemed doubly daring, bordering on foolish.
James Leo Herlihy’s novel Midnight Cowboy, about a Texas hustler trying to
survive on the mean streets of 1960’s New York, was dark and transgressive.
Perhaps something about the book’s unsparing portrait of cultural alienation
resonated with him. His decision to film it began one of the unlikelier
convergences in cinematic history, centered around a city that seemed, at first
glance, as unwelcoming as Herlihy’s novel itself. Glenn Frankel’s Shooting
Midnight Cowboy tells the story of a modern classic that, by all accounts, should
never have become one in the first place. The film’s boundary-pushing subject
matter—homosexuality, prostitution, sexual assault—earned it an X rating when it
first appeared in cinemas in 1969. For Midnight Cowboy, Schlesinger—who had
never made a film in the United States—enlisted Jerome Hellman, a producer
coming off his own recent flop and smarting from a failed marriage, and Waldo
Salt, a formerly blacklisted screenwriter with a tortured past. The decision to
shoot on location in New York, at a time when the city was approaching its gritty
nadir, backfired when a sanitation strike filled Manhattan with garbage fires and
fears of dysentery. Much more than a history of Schlesinger’s film, Shooting
Midnight Cowboy is an arresting glimpse into the world from which it emerged: a
troubled city that nurtured the talents and ambitions of the pioneering Polish
cinematographer Adam Holender and legendary casting director Marion
Dougherty, who discovered both Dustin Hoffman and Jon Voight and supported
them for the roles of “Ratso” Rizzo and Joe Buck—leading to one of the most
intensely moving joint performances ever to appear on screen. We follow Herlihy
himself as he moves from the experimental confines of Black Mountain College
to the theatres of Broadway, influenced by close relationships with Tennessee
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Williams and Anaïs Nin, and yet unable to find lasting literary success. By turns
madcap and serious, and enriched by interviews with Hoffman, Voight, and
others, Shooting Midnight Cowboy: Art, Sex, Loneliness, Liberation, and the
Making of a Dark Classic is not only the definitive account of the film that
unleashed a new wave of innovation in American cinema, but also the story of a
country—and an industry—beginning to break free from decades of cultural and
sexual repression.
Now including an excerpt from Lust & Wonder, a new memoir coming in March
2016. Running with Scissors is the true story of a boy whose mother (a poet with
delusions of Anne Sexton) gave him away to be raised by her psychiatrist, a
dead-ringer for Santa and a lunatic in the bargain. Suddenly, at age twelve,
Augusten Burroughs found himself living in a dilapidated Victorian in perfect
squalor. The doctor's bizarre family, a few patients, and a pedophile living in the
backyard shed completed the tableau. Here, there were no rules, there was no
school. The Christmas tree stayed up until summer, and Valium was eaten like
Pez. And when things got dull, there was always the vintage electroshock
therapy machine under the stairs.... Running with Scissors is at turns foul and
harrowing, compelling and maniacally funny. But above all, it chronicles an
ordinary boy's survival under the most extraordinary circumstances.
In the vein of Nic Sheff's "Tweak" and Tori Spelling's "sTori Telling,
UnSweetined" reveals the former "Full House" star's harrowing journey from her
role as America's sweetheart on a popular television show to her struggle with
substance abuse. color photo insert.
Stand by for hours of blissful immersion in the world of film - the world's "seventh
art". The Movie Book is your detailed guide to 100 seismic films, from Intolerance
(1916) to the groundbreaking Boyhood (2014). Part of the Big Ideas series, The
Movie Book is your perfect companion and reference with infographics to explain
swift-moving plots and complicated relationships. It shows The Godfather's
complicated web of family and associates, for example, and gives minute-byminute plot lines to iconic movies such as Taxi Driver or Blade Runner. One film
can influence another and this indispensable and crystal clear guide explains
what inspired Quentin Tarantino to use a glowing briefcase in Pulp Fiction, for
example, or how Jaws triggered decades of summer action blockbusters.
Liberally sprinkled with gorgeous stills, pithy quotes, and trivia detail, The Movie
Book brings you new insights into your favorites and introduces you to littleknown masterpieces from around the world. Series Overview: Big Ideas Simply
Explained series uses creative design and innovative graphics along with
straightforward and engaging writing to make complex subjects easier to
understand. With over 7 million copies worldwide sold to date, these awardwinning books provide just the information needed for students, families, or
anyone interested in concise, thought-provoking refreshers on a single subject.
“Equal parts memoir, whodunit, and manual for living . . . a beautifully written,
honest look at the forces of blood and bone that make us who we are, and how
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we make ourselves.” --Neil Gaiman In his unique and engaging voice, the
acclaimed actor of stage and screen shares the emotional story of his
complicated relationship with his father and the deeply buried family secrets that
shaped his life and career. A beloved star of stage, television, and film—“one of
the most fun people in show business” (Time magazine)—Alan Cumming is a
successful artist whose diversity and fearlessness is unparalleled. His success
masks a painful childhood growing up under the heavy rule of an emotionally and
physically abusive father—a relationship that tormented him long into adulthood.
When television producers in the UK approached him to appear on a popular
celebrity genealogy show in 2010, Alan enthusiastically agreed. He hoped the
show would solve a family mystery involving his maternal grandfather, a
celebrated WWII hero who disappeared in the Far East. But as the truth of his
family ancestors revealed itself, Alan learned far more than he bargained for
about himself, his past, and his own father. With ribald humor, wit, and incredible
insight, Alan seamlessly moves back and forth in time, integrating stories from his
childhood in Scotland and his experiences today as a film, television, and theater
star. At times suspenseful, deeply moving, and wickedly funny, Not My Father’s
Son will make readers laugh even as it breaks their hearts.
INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A Best Book of the Year: The
New Yorker, The Guardian, The Sunday Times, The Daily Mail, Good Morning
America, She Reads Famed American actress Demi Moore at last tells her own
story in a surprisingly intimate and emotionally charged memoir. For decades,
Demi Moore has been synonymous with celebrity. From iconic film roles to highprofile relationships, Moore has never been far from the spotlight—or the
headlines. Even as Demi was becoming the highest paid actress in Hollywood,
however, she was always outrunning her past, just one step ahead of the doubts
and insecurities that defined her childhood. Throughout her rise to fame and
during some of the most pivotal moments of her life, Demi battled addiction, body
image issues, and childhood trauma that would follow her for years—all while
juggling a skyrocketing career and at times negative public perception. As her
success grew, Demi found herself questioning if she belonged in Hollywood, if
she was a good mother, a good actress—and, always, if she was simply good
enough. As much as her story is about adversity, it is also about tremendous
resilience. In this deeply candid and reflective memoir, Demi pulls back the
curtain and opens up about her career and personal life—laying bare her
tumultuous relationship with her mother, her marriages, her struggles balancing
stardom with raising a family, and her journey toward open heartedness. Inside
Out is a story of survival, success, and surrender—a wrenchingly honest portrayal
of one woman’s at once ordinary and iconic life.
A deeply personal memoir spanning three generations of women, this is the intimate
autobiography of Emmy Award–winning actress Debbi Morgan, best known as Angie Hubbard
on the long-running soap opera All My Children. Raised in the South Bronx and beloved for the
diverse and captivating characters she’s played, Debbi Morgan enjoyed a thirty-year tenure on
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All My Children before joining the cast of The Young and the Restless and later appearing
opposite Denzel Washington and Samuel L. Jackson in several films. But this book is not
about her career, and it’s not about Hollywood. It’s not even about her rise to stardom.
Charting her family history as well as her own life from childhood to the present in this
compelling memoir, Debbi reveals the fear, doubt, and insecurities she’s struggled with for
much of her life—and how she escaped a vicious cycle of pain to find self-confidence,
happiness, and success. Early on in her family history, an ugly pattern of abuse developed into
fear, insecurity, self-doubt, and emotional trauma, which passed down from one generation to
the next. From her maternal grandmother, who was beaten by her husband as they struggled
through the Great Depression, to Debbi’s mother, who became pregnant as a young teen and
suffered the same abuse as her mother, down to Debbi, who internalized the physical abuse
she watched her mother endure, a deep-rooted fear plagued all three generations of women.
But through it all, Debbi endured, and with a good dose of humor and self-compassion, she
emerged with the deepest love of herself—and her mojo quite intact! Told with intense emotion,
candor, and a barrage of belly laughs, Debbi shares a deeply moving, explosive, yet
inspirational journey about what it took to break the cycle and emerge as a confident, fearless
woman.
Words of wisdom and incredible life stories, told through Gary Busey's unique Buseyisms.
Take a wild ride through the life and mind of Gary Busey in his new hilarious, uplifting, tell-all
memoir, Buseyisms. Gary transports you on a laugh-out–loud journey through the crazy twists
and turns of his rise to fame, his descent into drug addiction, and his trip to the ‘other side’
after a near-fatal motorcycle accident. Gary also shares untold stories of his militant
upbringing, surviving cancer in the middle of his face, and fun behind the scenes stories of his
most popular movies and television roles including: A Star Is Born, The Buddy Holly Story,
Lethal Weapon, Point Break, Under Siege, The Firm, Entourage, Celebrity Apprentice, and
more. Included in this book are dozens of personal photographs from Gary’s early years up
until now. Gary is a living testimony to the resilience of the human body and spirit. In his simply
written but profound memoir, he shares his Basic Instructions Before Leaving Earth to help
others, who may be going through similar things, to realize that it is possible to survive
challenging life events and come out a happy champion.
"Spares no details." —Starred Publishers Weekly Review "An incredible read." —Richard
Donner, Director "People always ask me about life after childhood stardom. What would I say
to parents of children in the industry? My only advice, honestly, is to get these kids out of
Hollywood and let them lead normal lives." —Corey Feldman A deeply personal and revealing
Hollywood-survival story. Lovable child star by age ten, international teen idol by fifteen, and to
this day a perennial pop-culture staple, Corey Feldman has not only spent the entirety of his
life in the spotlight, he's become just as famous for his off-screen exploits as for his roles in
such classic films as Gremlins, The Goonies, and Stand by Me. He's been linked to a slew of
Hollywood starlets (including Drew Barrymore, Vanessa Marcil, and adult entertainer Ginger
Lynn), shared a highly publicized friendship with Michael Jackson, and with his frequent costar
Corey Haim enjoyed immeasurable success as one half of the wildly popular duo "The Two
Coreys," spawning seven films, a 1-900 number, and "Coreymania" in the process. What child
of the eighties didn't have a Corey Feldman poster hanging in her bedroom, or a pile of Tiger
Beats stashed in his closet? Now, in this brave and moving memoir, Corey is revealing the
truth about what his life was like behind the scenes: His is a past that included physical, drug,
and sexual abuse, a dysfunctional family from which he was emancipated at age fifteen, three
high-profile arrests for drug possession, a nine-month stint in rehab, and a long, slow crawl
back to the top of the box office. While Corey has managed to overcome the traps that
ensnared so many other entertainers of his generation—he's still acting, is a touring musician,
and is a proud father to his son, Zen—many of those closest to him haven't been so lucky. In
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the span of one year, he mourned the passing of seven friends and family members, including
Corey Haim and Michael Jackson. In the wake of those tragedies, he's spoken publicly about
the dark side of fame, lobbied for legislation affording greater protections for children in the
entertainment industry, and lifted the lid off of what he calls Hollywood's biggest secret.
Coreyography is his surprising account of survival and redemption.
This book is Nick Carter’s autobiography and self-help hybrid in which he chronicles his
struggles with a dysfunctional family and the unimaginable rigors of becoming an
internationally successful pop-star at the age of 12. From his battle with addiction to serious
health complications and the pain of his younger sister’s tragic death, Nick leaves nothing to
the imagination and offers true and heartfelt advice to help readers overcome obstacles in their
own lives.
Explores how nostalgia operates in contemporary US film and television. Bringing together
prominent transatlantic film and media scholars, Was It Yesterday? explores the impact of
nostalgia in twenty-first century American film and television. Cultural nostalgia, in both real
and imagined forms, is dominant today, but what does the concentration on bringing back the
past mean for an understanding of our cultural moment, and what are the consequences for
viewers? This book questions the nature of this nostalgic phenomenon, the politics associated
with it, and the significance of the different periods, in addition to offering counterarguments
that see nostalgia as prevalent throughout film and television history. Considering such films
and television shows as La La Land, Westworld, Stranger Things, and American Hustle, the
contributors demonstrate how audiences have spent more time over the last decade living in
various pasts. Matthew Leggatt is Senior Lecturer in English and American Literature at the
University of Winchester, United Kingdom and the author of Cultural and Political Nostalgia in
the Age of Terror: The Melancholic Sublime.
A Line in The Sand is an honest, balanced, and at times humorous glimpse into the thoughts,
feelings, and experiences of an IDF combat soldier. It is not a chronicle of war but rather a
chronicle of love. Corey's book describes the sacrifices that must be made in the subjugation of
one's own desires in deference to something greater. It is one thing to draw a line in the sand;
it is quite another to summon the commitment and willpower to stand guard over that line. At
twenty-two years old, Corey Feldman left his sheltered, idyllic American life to move to Israel
and voluntarily draft into the Israel Defense Forces as a lone soldier. Over the next eighteen
months, he endured grueling training, shattering exhaustion, and excruciating physical and
emotional pain preparing for life as a special operations combat soldier. Corey struggled to
overcome the linguistic and cultural barriers required to integrate into the military and Israeli
society. Simultaneously, he struggled to adjust to a lifestyle in which the unbridled freedom of
his life as a university student was replaced by the regimented, unforgiving life of a soldier.
Throughout his service in the IDF, Corey searches for the perseverance, resilience, and
selflessness to become something more.
At the dawn of the 1990s, a new crew of leading men—Johnny Depp, Nicolas Cage, Keanu
Reeves, and Brad Pitt—was rocketing toward stardom. River Phoenix, however, stood in front
of the pack. But behind Phoenix's talent and beautiful public face was a young man who had
been raised in a cult by nonconformist parents, who was burdened with supporting his family
from a young age, and who eventually succumbed to addiction, dying of an overdose in front of
the Viper Room, West Hollywood's storied club, at twenty-three. Last Night at the Viper Room
is part biography, part cultural history of the 1990s, and part celebration of a Hollywood icon
gone too soon. Full of interviews from his fellow actors, directors, friends, and family, Last
Night at the Viper Room shows the role River Phoenix played in creating the place of the actor
in our modern culture and the impact his work still makes today.
"Spares no details." —Publishers Weekly (Starred Review) "An incredible read." —Richard
Donner, Director "People always ask me about life after childhood stardom. What would I say
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to parents of children in the industry? My only advice, honestly, is to get these kids out of
Hollywood and let them lead normal lives." —Corey Feldman The New York Times Bestseller A
deeply personal and revealing Hollywood-survival story. Lovable child star by age ten,
international teen idol by fifteen, and to this day a perennial pop-culture staple, Corey Feldman
has not only spent the entirety of his life in the spotlight, he's become just as famous for his offscreen exploits as for his roles in such classic films as Gremlins, The Goonies, and Stand by
Me. He's been linked to a slew of Hollywood starlets (including Drew Barrymore, Vanessa
Marcil, and adult entertainer Ginger Lynn), shared a highly publicized friendship with Michael
Jackson, and with his frequent costar Corey Haim enjoyed immeasurable success as one half
of the wildly popular duo "The Two Coreys," spawning seven films, a 1-900 number, and
"Coreymania" in the process. What child of the eighties didn't have a Corey Feldman poster
hanging in her bedroom, or a pile of Tiger Beats stashed in his closet? Now, in this brave and
moving memoir, Corey is revealing the truth about what his life was like behind the scenes: His
is a past that included physical, drug, and sexual abuse, a dysfunctional family from which he
was emancipated at age fifteen, three high-profile arrests for drug possession, a nine-month
stint in rehab, and a long, slow crawl back to the top of the box office. While Corey has
managed to overcome the traps that ensnared so many other entertainers of his
generation—he's still acting, is a touring musician, and is a proud father to his son, Zen—many of
those closest to him haven't been so lucky. In the span of one year, he mourned the passing of
seven friends and family members, including Corey Haim and Michael Jackson. In the wake of
those tragedies, he's spoken publicly about the dark side of fame, lobbied for legislation
affording greater protections for children in the entertainment industry, and lifted the lid off of
what he calls Hollywood's biggest secret. Coreyography is his surprising account of survival
and redemption.

Kate is at a loss. She meets a boy with curious powers and a bizarre history - but he
thinks he is very ordinary. How can she convince him that he has a gift, a gift that he
must use to unravel mysteries that have hung over his family for generations? And
even if she does persuade him, will his talents prove powerful enough to overcome
what lies ahead?
"Corey Ian Haim (December 23, 1971 - March 10, 2010) was a Canadian actor, known
for a 1980s Hollywood career as a teen idol. He starred in a number of films such as
Lucas, Silver Bullet, Murphy's Romance, License to Drive and Dream a Little Dream.
His best-known role was alongside Corey Feldman in The Lost Boys, which made Haim
a household name. Known as The Two Coreys, the duo became 1980s icons and went
on to star in seven further movies together, later starring in the A&E reality show The
Two Coreys. Haim's early success led to money and fame, and he began using drugs
by fifteen. For three years in the late 1980s, Haim was the most famous teenager in the
world. He had difficulties breaking away from his experience as a teen actor, and was
troubled by drug addiction throughout his later career. This book takes a look into the
late actors life." --Publisher's description.
In 1986, Jon Cryer won over America as Molly Ringwald's loyal and lovable best friend
Duckie in the cult classic Pretty in Pink (Paramount) and went on to play Alan Harper
on the massively popular sitcom Two and a Half Men. With the instincts of a natural
storyteller, Cryer charts his extraordinary journey in show business, illuminating his
many triumphs and some missteps along the way. Filled with exclusive behind-thescenes anecdotes, Cryer offers his own endearing perspective on Hollywood, the
business at large and the art of acting.
"Masterful. Magnificent. A passionate story of survival and a real page turner. This story
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will stay with me for a long time." —Heather Morris, author of The Tattooist of Auschwitz
and Cilka's Journey Living through World War II working in a Paris bookstore with her
young daughter, Vivi, and fighting for her life, Charlotte is no victim, she is a survivor.
But can she survive the next chapter of her life? Alternating between wartime Paris and
1950s New York publishing, Ellen Feldman's Paris Never Leaves You is an
extraordinary story of resilience, love, and impossible choices, exploring how survival
never comes without a cost. The war is over, but the past is never past.
In the summer of 1974, a fourteen-year-old girl in Dolton, Illinois, had a dream. A dream
to become an actress, like her idols Ron Howard and Vicki Lawrence. But it was a long
way from the South Side of Chicago to Hollywood, and it didn't help that she'd recently
dropped out of the school play, The Ugly Duckling. Or that the Hollywood casting
directors she wrote to replied that "professional training was a requirement." But the
funny thing is, it all came true. Through a series of happy accidents, Jane Lynch
created an improbable--and hilarious--path to success. In those early years, despite her
dreams, she was also consumed with anxiety, feeling out of place in both her body and
her family. To deal with her worries about her sexuality, she escaped in positive
ways--such as joining a high school chorus not unlike the one in Glee--but also found
destructive outlets. She started drinking almost every night her freshman year of high
school and developed a mean and judgmental streak that turned her into a real-life Sue
Sylvester. Then, at thirty-one, she started to get her life together. She was finally able to
embrace her sexuality, come out to her parents, and quit drinking for good. Soon after,
a Frosted Flakes commercial and a chance meeting in a coffee shop led to a role in the
Christopher Guest movie Best in Show, which helped her get cast in The 40-Year-Old
Virgin. Similar coincidences and chance meetings led to roles in movies starring Will
Ferrell, Paul Rudd, and even Meryl Streep in 2009's Julie & Julia. Then, of course,
came the two lucky accidents that truly changed her life. Getting lost in a hotel led to an
introduction to her future wife, Lara. Then, a series she'd signed up for abruptly got
canceled, making it possible for her to take the role of Sue Sylvester in Glee, which
made her a megastar. Today, Jane Lynch has finally found the contentment she
thought she'd never have. Part comic memoir and part inspirational narrative, this is a
book equally for the rabid Glee fan and for anyone who needs a new perspective on
life, love, and success. WITH A FOREWORD BY CAROL BURNETT
***THE SUNDAY TIMES TOP 5 BESTSELLER*** The tell-all memoir from the loudest,
proudest Spice Girl – and the truth behind the headlines. As one-fifth of the iconic Spice
Girls and judge on X Factor and America's Got Talent, Melanie Brown, a.k.a Scary
Spice, has been an international star since her twenties. Brutally Honest is an exposé
of the struggles and acute pain that lay behind the glamour and success. With deep
personal insight, remarkable frankness and trademark Yorkshire humour, the book
removes the mask of fame and reveals the true story behind the Spice Girls, as well as
the horror of her most recent marriage and her 10 year struggle to be free.
Famed independent screenwriter and director Robert Rodriguez (Sin City, Once Upon a
Time in Mexico, Spy Kids, Machete) discloses all the unique strategies and original
techniques he used to make his remarkable debut film El Mariachi on a shoestring
budget. This is both one man's remarkable story and an essential guide for anyone who
has a celluloid story to tell and the dreams and determination to see it through. Part
production diary, part how-to manual, Rodriguez unveils how he was able to make his
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influential first film on only a $7,000 budget. Also included is the appendix, "The Ten
Minute Film Course,” a tell-all on how to save thousands of dollars on film school and
teach yourself the ropes of film production, directing, and screenwriting. A perfect gift
for the aspiring filmmaker.
A wryly funny and surprisingly moving account of an extraordinary life lived almost
entirely in the public eye A teen idol at fifteen, an international icon and founder of the
Brat Pack at twenty, and one of Hollywood's top stars to this day, Rob Lowe chronicles
his experiences as a painfully misunderstood child actor in Ohio uprooted to the wild
counterculture of mid-seventies Malibu, where he embarked on his unrelenting pursuit
of a career in Hollywood. The Outsiders placed Lowe at the birth of the modern youth
movement in the entertainment industry. During his time on The West Wing, he
witnessed the surreal nexus of show business and politics both on the set and in the
actual White House. And in between are deft and humorous stories of the wild
excesses that marked the eighties, leading to his quest for family and sobriety. Never
mean-spirited or salacious, Lowe delivers unexpected glimpses into his successes,
disappointments, relationships, and one-of-a-kind encounters with people who shaped
our world over the last twenty-five years. Rob Lowe's New York Times bestselling
autobiography, Stories I Only Tell My Friends, shares tales that are as entertaining as
they are unforgettable.
“The Hollywood memoir that tells all . . . Sex. Drugs. Greed. Why, it sounds just like a
movie.”—The New York Times Every memoir claims to bare it all, but Julia Phillips’s actually
does. This is an addictive, gloves-off exposé from the producer of the classic films The Sting,
Taxi Driver, and Close Encounters of the Third Kind—and the first woman ever to win an
Academy Award for Best Picture—who made her name in Hollywood during the halcyon
seventies and the yuppie-infested eighties and lived to tell the tale. Wickedly funny and
surprisingly moving, You’ll Never Eat Lunch in This Town Again takes you on a trip through
the dream-manufacturing capital of the world and into the vortex of drug addiction and rehab
on the arm of one who saw it all, did it all, and took her leave. Praise for You'll Never Eat Lunch
in This Town Again “One of the most honest books ever written about one of the most
dishonest towns ever created.”—The Boston Globe “Gossip too hot for even the National
Enquirer . . . Julia Phillips is not so much Hollywood’s Boswell as its Dante.”—Los Angeles
Magazine “A blistering look at La La Land.”—USA Today “One of the nastiest, tastiest tell-alls
in showbiz history.”—People
With his twinkling eyes, boundless energy and unrivalled natural wit, Robin Williams was the
comedian who brought laughter to a generation.Through roles in cherished films such as Mrs.
Doubtfire, Jumanji, Aladdin and Hook, he became the genial face of family comedy. His childlike enthusiasm was infectious, sweeping viewers away. Allied to his lightning-quick
improvisation and ability to riff lewdly off any cue thrown at him, Robin was that rare thing - a
true comic genius who appealed to adults and children equally.He could also play it straight,
and empathetic depth came to him naturally. A poignant performance in Good Will Hunting
won him an Academy Award whilst his masterfully chilling turn in psychological thriller
Insomnia shocked audiences and hinted at a darker side.What truly caught the imagination,
though, was his good-heartedness. Warmth radiated from him on-screen, but he was
legendary for his off-screen acts of selfless generosity. Where most Hollywood A-listers
demand outrageous pampering in their contract riders, he always insisted that the production
company hire a full quota of homeless people to help make his movies.But behind the laughter
lay a deeply troubled man, and tragedy would follow. At midday, on 11 August 2014, Robin
Williams was pronounced dead at his California home. The verdict was suicide. He had battled
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depression and addiction for many years and was allegedly beset by financial
difficulties.Virginia Blackburn's sensitive and thoughtful biography celebrates his genius and
warmth, but also attempts to understand what could have driven such a gentle and gifted man
to so tragic an end. This is Robin Williams, the life, the laughter, and the deep sorrow of the
man who made the world smile.
CoreyographyA MemoirMacmillan
Actress Drew Barrymore shares funny, insightful, and profound stories from her past and
present—told from the place of happiness she's achieved today—in this heart-stirring New York
Times bestseller that InStyle called “deeply thoughtful and fun.” Wildflower is a portrait of
Drew's life in stories as she looks back on the adventures, challenges, and incredible
experiences she’s had throughout her life. It includes tales of living in her first apartment as a
teenager (and how laundry may have saved her life), getting stuck under a gas station
overhang on a cross-country road trip, saying good-bye to her father in a way only he could
have understood, and many more journeys and lessons that have led her to the successful,
happy, and healthy place she is today.
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